
Proposed replacement big cats building at Blackpool Zoo – Design & Access statement 

 

The existing single storey big cats building and associated paddocks are shown on the drawings 
submitted with this application.   

The proposed development comprises the demolition of the existing big cats building, a larger and 
improved replacement building and an increase in the size of the associated paddocks.  The proposal 
is part of an ongoing investment in the Zoo to improve facilities for the animals in line with current 
standards for animal welfare in Zoos. 

The location of the new building is set by the requirement to be central to the paddocks either side 
of the building which cater for different animals, currently tigers and lions.  It will therefore be the 
same width as the existing building but with an increased front to back dimension to give a footprint 
approximately 100m2 larger than the existing. 

The layout of the new building is shown on the application drawings.  In summary this consists of 
two public viewing dens, pens for looking after the animals, and accommodation for keepers.  There 
is a back of house open yard area for delivery of supplies etc. which connects to an existing service 
road. 

There is a covered veranda at the front of the building to provide the public with a sheltered area for 
views into the pens and to the paddocks. 

It is proposed the building will be themed after completion of the construction works.  The details of 
the theming are not yet finalised but will consist of a combination of coloured rendering and timber 
panelling externally together with signage and information about the animals. 

In addition to the improved accommodation the paddocks will be enlarged as shown.  The security 
fencing to the additional areas will be to match the existing fencing in terms of height and 
specification. 

Regarding access, the public will not have access to the building.  Access to the building will be for 
Zoo personnel and others connected with animal welfare and maintenance. The overriding 
consideration will be for the safety of the public and for personnel accessing the building.  The 
building is not designed for full access by persons in a wheelchair although this would be possible to 
the central safety corridor and kitchen area. 
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